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Abstract. This paper presents the provenance storing system prOOst
which uses a semi-structured approach to store the provenance data
based on the Open Provenance Model (OPM). It uses the graph database
“Neo4j” for storage and the graph traversal language “Gremlin” for
querying. Furthermore, it provides a REST interface to record data into
the store, and a web front end to query the database. The prOOst prove-
nance system was published as Open Source software and is available on
SourceForge.

1 Introduction

In [1] the representation of a provenance system is described as follows: A prove-
nance aware application sends information of interest to the provenance store.
From this store inquiries and information is gathered, and possibly given back
to the application.

To record the information, different approaches have been investigated. In [2]
four different realisations are discussed: Relational, XML with XPath, RDF with
SPARQL and semi-structured approaches. They conclude semi-structured ap-
proaches to be most promising. In semi-structured systems, the used technology
has no formal structure, but it provides means of being queried.

In this work, we present the provenance storing system prOOst which uses
a semi-structured approach to store the provenance data based on the Open
Provenance Model (OPM).

2 The Provenance Store prOOst

The Provenance Store prOOst uses the graph database “Neo4j” [3] for storage
and the graph traversal language “Gremlin” [4] for querying. Furthermore, it
provides a REST interface to record data into the store, and a web front end
to query the database. The prOOst provenance system was published as Open
Source software and is available on SourceForge1.

1 http://sourceforge.net/projects/proost/
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It is not the first implementation using a graph database for storage technol-
ogy. In [5] this approach was already successfully tested. Neo4j was chosen as
it is a robust, performant and popular choice for graph storage systems. Addi-
tionally it readily connectible with the suitable Gremlin query system to meet
our requirements. Further information on the implementation of OPM model
provenance assertions using these systems are described in the following two
sections.

2.1 Graph Database: Neo4j

“Neo4j is a graph database, a fully transactional database that stores
data structured as graphs.” (cf. [3])

An advantage of graph databases like Neo4j is that they offer very flexible storage
models, allowing for a rapid development. Neo4j is dually licensed (AGPLv3 open
source and commercial).

Fig. 1. OPM example in Neo4j

Modelling OPM using Neo4j is described in more detail in [6]. Fig. 1 shows
an example of an OPM graph. Each element is represented by a node (vertex)
in the database. Nodes are indexed according to the Neo4j standard. The nodes
can be annotated with further (OPM specific) information, such as “process”
or “artifact”. Analogously, also the edges connecting the nodes are indexed and
annotated with a label (the OPM relationship).
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2.2 Query Language: Gremlin

“Gremlin is a graph traversal language” [4]. Gremlin already provides an inter-
face to interact with the Neo4j graph database. The following example shows
its use for querying Neo4j on the example database, searching for the names
(identifiers) of all discoveries of a certain scientistX:

$_g := neo4j:open(’database’)

$scientists := g:key($_g, ’type’, ’scientist’)

$scientistX := g:key($scientists, ’identifier’, ’scientistX’)

$discoveries := $scientistX/inE/inV[@identifier’]

3 Conclusions and Future Work

Neo4j was chosen as it is a robust, performant and popular choice for graph stor-
age systems. Additionally it readily connectible with the suitable Gremlin query
system to easily perform queries. The provenance store prOOst was evaluated
and used by two different applications: Recording the provenance of software
development processes [6] and recording provenance in an electronic laboratory
notebook system [7].

Future work will concentrate on moving prOOst to support the PROV Data
Model [8] that is specified by the W3C Provenance Working Group.
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